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ABSTRACT

The disclosure discloses a method for implementing audio transmission and a mobile terminal, wherein the method includes: setting an interface descriptor for a Universal Serial Bus (USB) audio device in a USB composite device, wherein the interface descriptor is used for describing information needed by the USB audio device for transmitting audio data; sending the interface descriptor of the USB audio device to a USB host by the USB audio device to enable the USB host to complete enumeration and identification of the USB audio device according to the interface descriptor of the USB audio device; and performing audio data transmission by the USB audio device with the USB host. By means of the disclosure, a high-quality audio transmission effect can be ensured.
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METHOD FOR IMPLEMENTING AUDIO TRANSMISSION AND MOBILE TERMINAL

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosure relates to an audio transmission technology, and in particular to a method for implementing audio transmission and a mobile terminal.

BACKGROUND

With the rapid development of a wireless communication technology and the gradual popularization of a third-generation wireless communication network technology, functions provided by a mobile terminal are more and more diverse. The mobile terminal generally implements a functional interface by a Universal Serial Bus (USB) composite device. The so-called USB composite device refers to a USB device in which a USB master device is provided with multiple sub-devices, and each sub-device communicates with a USB host side by multiple USB endpoints. Generally, these USB devices include: an Attention (AT) port for transmitting an AT command, a modem port for providing a data service function, and a sound port for transmitting audio data. If the mobile terminal has a storage function, the mobile terminal further is provided with a USB large-capacity storage device. Wherein, the USB host is generally a Personal Computer (PC) side device provided with a USB host controller.

The conventional sound port for audio transmission transmits data by bulk endpoints of the USB, the USB host controller will not reserve a transmission bandwidth for the bulk endpoints, and when the USB has a very heavy load, a data transmission real-time property of the sound port will be influenced to cause audio delay, worse tone quality, more noise and the like. In addition, due to a limited processing capability of a Central Processing Unit (CPU) of a mobile terminal, when large amounts of data are transmitted on the USB, a audio data transmission request from the USB host side will not be responded in time due to the exhausted internal bus bandwidth of the CPU, so that loss of the audio data is caused and thus the tone quality becomes worse.

Furthermore, the method for transmitting audio data by the sound port in the prior art is actually a method self-defined by a manufacturer and does not meet any USB standard, so that a mobile terminal is difficult to transplant an application in different operating systems and application scenarios.

SUMMARY

In view of the problem that the tone quality of the audio becomes worse due to the existing insufficient Universal Serial Bus (USB) bandwidth in the prior art, the disclosure is provided, so that the main purpose of the disclosure is to provide a method for implementing audio transmission and a mobile terminal.

The method for implementing the audio transmission according to one embodiment of the disclosure includes that: an interface descriptor is set for a USB audio device in a USB composite device, wherein the interface descriptor is used for describing information needed by the USB audio device for transmitting audio data; the USB audio device sends the interface descriptor of the USB audio device to a USB host to enable the USB host to complete enumeration and identification of the USB audio device according to the interface descriptor of the USB audio device; and the USB audio device performs audio data transmission with the USB host.
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Wherein, the interface descriptor of the USB audio device may further include: an audio control interface descriptor, an uplink audio data stream interface descriptor, and a downlink audio data stream interface descriptor.

Wherein, the USB composite device may include: a USB audio device and a non-USB audio device; and that the USB audio device performs audio data transmission with the USB host may further include that: the USB composite device preferentially processes a data transmission request from the USB audio device, and after completely processing the data transmission request from the USB audio device, the USB composite device processes a data transmission request from the non-USB audio device.

Furthermore, that the USB composite device processes a data transmission request from the non-USB audio device may further include: when data which the non-USB audio device requests to transmit exceeds a threshold, the USB composite device splits the data requested to be transmitted into multiple data packets for processing.

Furthermore, the non-USB audio device may include at least one of an AT port, a modem port and a storage device.

A mobile terminal according to one embodiment of the disclosure includes: a USB composite device, wherein the USB composite device further includes a USB audio device and a non-USB audio device; the mobile terminal further includes: an interface descriptor setting module, configured to set an interface descriptor of the USB audio device, wherein the interface descriptor is configured to describe information needed by the USB audio device for transmitting audio data; and a sending module, configured to send the interface descriptor to a USB host to enable the USB host to complete enumeration and identification of the USB audio device according to the interface descriptor.

The interface descriptor of the USB audio device may further include: an audio control interface descriptor, an uplink audio data stream interface descriptor, and a downlink audio data stream interface descriptor.

The mobile terminal may further include: a priority setting module, configured to set a data transmission endpoint of the USB audio device as a high-priority endpoint to enable the USB host to preferentially process a data transmission request from the USB audio device.

Furthermore, the mobile terminal may further include: a splitting module, configured to split data which the non-USB audio device requests to transmit exceeds a threshold into multiple data packets.

Furthermore, the non-USB audio device may include at least one of an AT port, a modem port and a storage device.

Compared with the prior art, according to the technical solution above of the disclosure, a high-quality audio transmission effect can be ensured in the case of an insufficient USB bandwidth, or a heavy processing task of the mobile terminal, or an insufficient internal bus bandwidth and hardware resource.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a method for implementing audio transmission according to one embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a configuration descriptor of a USB composite device according to one embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram showing a structure of an interface descriptor of a USB audio transmission device according to one embodiment of the disclosure;
FIG. 4 is a flowchart showing an enumerating process of a USB audio transmission device according to one embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 5 is a flowchart showing that a USB driving program schedules data transmission according to a priority according to one embodiment of the disclosure; and

FIG. 6 is a block diagram showing a structure of a mobile terminal according to one embodiment of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

In order to make the purpose, technical solution and advantages of the disclosure more clear, the disclosure will be further described in detail with reference to the drawings and embodiments hereinafter.

A descriptor is a complete data structure which is used for describing all properties of a USB device; a USB host requires the USB device to send these information by a series of commands so that the USB host acquires a function, class, occupied bandwidth, transmission mode and size of data volume of the USB device; and only after the USB host determines these information can the USB device start to work.

According to one embodiment of the disclosure, a method for implementing audio transmission is provided.

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a method for implementing audio transmission according to one embodiment of the disclosure, as shown in FIG. 1, the method includes Step 102 to Step 106.

Step 102: an interface descriptor is set for a USB audio device in a USB composite device, wherein the interface descriptor is used for describing information needed by the USB audio device for transmitting audio data.

Step 104: the USB audio device sends the interface descriptor of the USB audio device to a USB host to complete enumeration and identification of the USB audio device according to the interface descriptor of the USB audio device.

Step 106: the USB audio device and the USB host perform audio data transmission.

The details of the above processing will be described in detail hereinafter.

In the step 102:

a standard USB device has following USB descriptors: a device descriptor, a configuration descriptor, a character string descriptor, an interface descriptor, and an endpoint descriptor.

Multiple sub-devices including a USB audio device for transmitting audio data and a non-USB audio device exist under the configuration descriptor of the USB composite device, wherein the non-USB audio device can include: an AT port for transmitting an AT command, and a Modem port for providing a data service function; and if a mobile terminal has a storage function, it further is provided with a USB large-capacity storage device (or referred to as storage device). Each sub-device is represented by one or more USB interface descriptors. Each device respectively communicates with a USB host side by multiple USB endpoints.

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a configuration descriptor of a USB composite device according to one embodiment of the disclosure; a configuration descriptor 201 of the USB composite device is a configuration descriptor of a USB device of a mobile terminal; and with reference to FIG. 2, the configuration descriptor 201 of the USB composite device includes: an Audio device interface descriptor 202, a Modem interface descriptor 203, an AT interface descriptor 204, a large-capacity storage device interface descriptor 205 and the like.

A USB Audio device exists as a sub-device of the USB composite device, and the device descriptor of the USB audio device consists of three USB interface descriptors, which specifically includes:

1. an Audio control interface descriptor, which is used for signifying that the USB device belongs to the USB Audio device, and indicating the next two interface descriptors belong to the same USB Audio device therewith;

2. an Audio uplink audio data stream interface descriptor, which describes a audio data format from the mobile terminal to the USB host, and includes an Audio stream endpoint descriptor for describing a USB ISO (synchronous) transmission endpoint needed for transmitting uplink audio stream data; and

3. an Audio downlink audio data stream interface descriptor, which describes a audio data format from the USB host to the mobile terminal, and includes an Audio stream endpoint descriptor for describing the USB ISO transmission endpoint needed for transmitting downlink audio stream data.

The specific composition of the three interface descriptors of the USB Audio device refers to FIG. 3. FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram showing a structure of an interface descriptor of a USB audio transmission device according to the disclosure. As shown in FIG. 3:

an Audio device control interface descriptor 301 is an entry of the whole USB Audio device descriptor and describes a USB device class used by the USB device;

an Audio class device interface descriptor 302 indicates that all descriptors after the descriptor are the USB Audio class related descriptors;

an Audio control interface header descriptor 303 indicates a relationship between all following descriptors and the whole USB device descriptor;

a USB input data stream terminal descriptor 304 is used for representing an audio data stream from the USB host to the USB device;

a USB input stream property descriptor 308 is used for describing an attribute of a USB input data stream;

a USB output data stream terminal descriptor 305 is used for representing the audio data stream from the USB device to the USB host;

an uplink audio data terminal descriptor 306 is used for representing an audio data stream from the USB device to a wireless network protocol stack;

an uplink audio data property descriptor 309 is used for describing an attribute of the uplink audio data stream;

a downlink audio data terminal descriptor 307 is used for representing an audio data stream from the wireless network protocol stack to the USB device;

an audio output data stream terminal descriptor 310 is used for representing an audio output stream stopping state interface; after the USB host stops sending audio data, the USB host sends an setting interface “Set Interface” command to select the interface;

an audio output data stream optional interface descriptor 311 is used for representing an audio output stream transmission state interface; when the USB host starts to send audio data, the USB host sends the Set Interface command to select the interface;

an output data stream format descriptor 312 is used for describing a parameter of the audio data stream which can be received by the device, including sampling precision, sampling frequency and audio format;

a USB output endpoint descriptor 313 is used for describing an endpoint number and an endpoint attribute of an ISO terminal which is used by an Audio device for receiving audio data;
an audio input data stream interface descriptor 314 is used for representing an audio input stream stopping state interface; after the USB host stops receiving audio data, the USB host sends the Set Interface command to select the interface;

an audio input data stream optional interface descriptor 315 is used for representing an audio input stream transmission state interface; when the USB host starts to receive audio data, the USB host sends the Set Interface command to select the interface;

an input data stream format descriptor 316 is used for describing a parameter of an audio data stream sent by the device, including sampling precision, sampling frequency and audio format; and

a USB input endpoint descriptor 317 is used for describing an endpoint number and an endpoint attribute of an ISO terminal which is used by the audio device for sending audio data.

In the step 104:

FIG. 4 is a flowchart showing an enumerating process of a USB audio transmission device according to one embodiment of the disclosure; and in the process, the USB descriptors shown in FIG. 2 and FIG. 3 are sent to the USB host to complete an enumeration and identification process of the device. FIG. 4 includes the following steps.

Step 401: a USB is reset. The USB is reset in order that a device address of the USB device is restored to a default address to prepare to receive an enumerating command from a USB host driver.

Step 402: the USB host driver requests the device for a device descriptor. In the step, the USB device returns the device descriptor of the USB device to the USB host.

Step 403: the USB host driver sets an address of the device. In the step, the USB host sends a command of setting the address to the device. After receiving the command, the USB device fills the received address to an address register of a USB device controller. Thereafter, the transmission of all USB data is completed at the address.

Step 404: the USB host driver requests the device for a configuration descriptor. In the step, the USB host sends a command to the device to request the device for the configuration descriptor. The USB device needs to make the three interface descriptors of the USB audio device shown in FIG. 3 together with the interface descriptors of other sub-devices in the USB composite device including in the configuration descriptor of the USB composite device and return the configuration descriptor of the USB composite device to the USB host.

Step 405: the USB host driver parses the configuration descriptor and selects the USB configuration. After acquiring the configuration descriptor returned by the device, the USB host starts the flow of parsing the configuration descriptor. In the flow, the correctness of the configuration descriptor will be verified and the number and class of the sub-device included in the configuration descriptor of the composite device will be parsed. When the configuration descriptor is correct, the USB host driver sends a command of selecting a configuration to the device to make the current configuration of the USB valid.

Step 406: the USB host driver loads a sub-device driver. The USB host respectively loads the driving program of each sub-device according to the information of USB sub-devices parsed in the step 405. The USB audio device of the disclosure will load the driving program of the USB audio device.

At the moment, the enumeration and identification process of the USB device is completed, and the device enters into a ready state to wait for a command of starting data transmission.

In the step 106:

The step of responding to the Set Interface command sent by the USB host and starting or stopping the receiving or sending of the audio data stream specifically includes:

1. after the host sends an interface selecting command and selects a data transmission interface, the mobile terminal starts a Start of Frame (SOF) interruption of the USB;

2. when the SOF interruption occurs, a frame of audio data is sent and received at the ISO endpoint for data transmission; and

3. after the host sends the interface selecting command and selects a non-data transmission interface, the mobile terminal stops the SOF interruption of the USB. The receiving and sending of the audio data are stopped.

To sum up, since the bandwidth needed for transmitting the audio data through the USB ISO endpoint is reserved on the USB host side, the bandwidth of the USB can be ensured not to be exhausted by other sub-device in the composite device, so that the uplink data and downlink data of the audio can be normally transmitted even the USB is very busy.

In addition, in the driving program of the USB composite device of the mobile terminal, the data transmission endpoints used by each sub-device in the device are divided according to the priority: for the data transmission endpoints requiring a higher real-time property, the ISO endpoints for audio transmission are high-endpoints; and the endpoints used by the device requiring a low real-time properties, such as the AT port, Modem port, large-capacity storage device and the like, are low-priority endpoints.

When the transmission interruption of the USB occurs, the data transmission requests of the high-priority endpoints are processed preferentially; and the data transmission requests of other low-priority endpoints are not processed until the data transmission requests on the high-priority endpoints are completely processed.

Furthermore, when the data which the low-priority endpoint requires to transmit one time is overlong, the request is split into multiple small data packets. Specifically, with reference to FIG. 5, FIG. 5 is a flowchart showing that a USB driving program schedules data transmission according to a priority according to one embodiment of the disclosure, which includes:

Step 501: a USB host sends an instruction of starting audio stream transmission. The instruction here refers to the setting interface (Set Interface) command as described in FIG. 3. The USB host starts output data stream transmission and input data stream transmission respectively by selecting the Audio output data stream optional interface descriptor 311 or the Audio input data stream optional interface descriptor 315;

Step 502: an allowable maximal data transmission length of the low-priority endpoint is set; after the audio data stream transmission is started, in order to ensure the real-time property of the audio stream transmission, the allowable maximal data transmission length of the low-priority endpoint is set to assure that the audio data stream transmission request can be timely processed;

Step 503: the SOF interruption of the USB device is started; as the ISO data transmission is synchronous with a SOF of the USB, in order to start the transmission of the ISO data, the SOF interruption of the USB device controller needs to be started; the interruption occurs at the moment of the each SOF;

Step 504: the occurrence of the USB transmission interruption is awaiting;

Step 505: a transmission interruption occurs in a USB hardware controller. The interruption here includes the SOF interruption used for ISO transmission, the transmission
interruption of other USB endpoint, and the interruption by
produced a Direct Memory Access (DMA) controller;

Step 506: it is judged whether a data transmission request
is transmitted on a high-priority endpoint according to the
priority setting and data transmission state of each endpoint;
if yes, the step 510 is executed; otherwise, the step 507 is
executed;

Step 507: it is judged whether the length of the data which
is requested to transmit on the current low-priority endpoint
exceeds the allowable maximal data length; if the allowable
maximal data transmission length is set at present and the
length of the data requested to transmit has exceeded the
allowable value, step 509 is executed; otherwise, step 508 is
executed;

Step 508: data is transmitted according to the length of the
data requested by the low-priority endpoint;

Step 509: only the data with an allowable length (less than
a preset allowable value) is transmitted on the low-priority
endpoint;

Step 510: requested data with any length is transmitted on
the high-priority endpoint;

Step 511: the transmission is ended to wait for the next
USB transmission interruption;

Step 512: the USB host sends an instruction of stopping
audio stream transmission. The instruction here refers to the
setting interface (Set Interface) command as described in
FIG. 3; the USB host stops the output data stream transmission
and input data stream transmission respectively by selecting the Audio output data stream interface descriptor
310 or the Audio input data stream interface descriptor 314; if
and only if after the input stream and the output stream are
completely stopped, the transmission of the USB audio
stream can be completely stopped and step 513 be executed;

Step 513: the SOF interruption is stopped; after the SOF
interruption is stopped, the hardware of the USB device con-
troller will not generate an interruption at the moment of the
SOF, and the ISO transmission is stopped;

Step 514: the limit on the allowable maximal data trans-
mission length of the low-priority endpoint is cancelled; the
data stream transmissions on all the high-priority endpoints
have been stopped, so the limit on the allowable maximal data
transmission length of the low-priority endpoint is cancelled
to improve the data transmission efficiency of the high-prior-
ity endpoint;

Step 515: the occurrence of the USB transmission inter-
ruption is awaiting to perform the next USB transmission.

By the above processing, the data of the high-priority end-
point can be sent preferentially, and the time of occupying the
internal transmission resource of the mobile terminal by the
low-priority endpoint is limited, so that the data transmission
request of the high-priority endpoint can be quickly
responded.

The USB audio transmission interface device implemented
by the steps provided in the disclosure meets the USB Audio
Card device standard of the USB-IF; in addition, the USB
audio transmission interface device implemented by the
disclosure has native drive programs of these operating systems
on the Windows, Linux and MAC OS operating systems, and
serves as a sound card device on the above operating systems,
and the audio data transmitted from the device can be
accessed by an Application programme Interface (API) pro-
vided by the operating systems.

According to one embodiment of the disclosure, a mobile
terminal is further provided.

The mobile terminal implements a functional interface by
a USB composite device, wherein the USB composite device
further includes a USB audio device and a non-USB audio
device, wherein the non-USB audio device at least includes
one of an AT port, a Modem port, and a storage device (or
called large-capacity storage device).

FIG. 6 is a block diagram showing a structure of a mobile
terminal according to one embodiment of the disclosure, as
shown in FIG. 6, the mobile terminal further includes: an
interface descriptor setting module 10 and a sending module
20.

The interface descriptor setting module 10 is configured to
set an interface descriptor of the USB audio device, wherein
the interface descriptor is configured to describe information
needed by the USB audio device for transmitting audio data.
The interface descriptor of the USB audio device further
includes: an audio control interface descriptor, an uplink
audio data stream interface descriptor, and a downlink audio
data stream interface descriptor.

The sending module 20 is configured to send the interface
descriptor set by the interface descriptor setting module 10 to
a USB host to enable the USB host to complete enumeration
and identification of the USB audio device according to the
interface descriptor.

In this way, by means of the abovementioned structure, a
high-quality audio transmission effect can be ensured in the
case of the insufficient USB bandwidth.

With reference to FIG. 6, the mobile terminal further
includes: a priority setting module 30, which is configured to
set a data transmission endpoint of the USB audio device as a
high-priority endpoint and set a data transmission endpoint of
the non-USB audio device as a low-priority endpoint. When a
USB transmission interruption occurs, the USB host prefer-
entially processes a data transmission request from the USB
audio device, and after completely processing the data from
the USB audio device, processes a data request of other low-
priority endpoint.

In addition, the mobile terminal further includes: a splitting
module (not shown in figure), which is configured to split data
which the non-USB audio device requests to transmit exceeds
a threshold into multiple data packets. The non-USB audio
device is the low-priority endpoint; and when the data that the
non-USB audio device requires to transmit one time is over-
long (the length of the data exceeds a preset threshold), the
data required to be transmitted is split into multiple small data
packets for transmission.

In a specific application, the above mobile terminal
includes but is not limited to: a wireless data card, a wireless
data module built into a laptop computer, a Machine To
Machine (M2M) module applied to an industry scene, and
other device.

To sum up, compared with the prior art, the USB audio data
transmission implemented by the disclosure has the follow-
ing effects that:

(1) a high-quality audio transmission effect is ensured
under the condition of an insufficient USB bandwidth;
(2) the high-quality audio transmission effect is ensured
under the condition of a heavy processing task of the mobile
terminal or an insufficient internal bus bandwidth or hardware
resource; and
(3) the audio function of the mobile terminal can be quickly
and conveniently transplanted to different operating systems
and application scenes, and the disclosure is very suitable for
a fast response request of an industry application in a complex
application scene.

The above are only embodiments of the disclosure and are
not intended for limiting the disclosure. For those skilled in
the art, the disclosure may have various modifications and
changes. Any modification, equivalent replacement,
improvement and the like made within the spirit and principle of the disclosure shall fall within the scope of protection of the disclosure.

The invention claimed is:

1. A method for implementing audio transmission, comprising:

- setting an interface descriptor for a Universal Serial Bus (USB) audio device in a USB composite device, wherein the interface descriptor is used for describing information needed by the USB audio device for transmitting audio data;
- sending, by the USB audio device, the interface descriptor of the USB audio device to a USB host to enable the USB host to complete enumeration and identification of the USB audio device according to the interface descriptor of the USB audio device; and
- performing audio data transmission between the USB host and the USB audio device, wherein after the USB host sends an interface selecting command and selects a data transmission interface, the USB audio device starts a Start of Frame (SOF) interruption of the USB;

when the SOF interruption occurs, a frame of audio data is sent and received at the isochronous (ISO) endpoint for data transmission;

- after the USB host sends the interface selecting command and selects a non-data transmission interface, the USB audio device stops the SOF interruption of the USB;

- wherein a bandwidth needed for transmitting the audio data through the USB ISO endpoint is reserved on the USB host side;

- wherein the enumeration and identification of the USB audio device according to the interface descriptor of the USB audio device comprising:

  - the USB resets in order that a device address of the USB device is restored to a default address;
  - the USB host driver requests the device for a device descriptor, and the USB device returns the device descriptor of the USB device to the USB host;
  - the USB host driver sets an address of the device, the USB host sends a command of setting the address to the device, after receiving the command, the USB device fills the received address to an address register of a USB device controller;

the USB host driver requests the device for a configuration descriptor, the USB host sends a command to the device to request the device for the configuration descriptor, and the USB device returns the configuration descriptor of the USB composite device, including the interface descriptors of the USB audio device and the interface descriptors of other sub-devices in the USB composite device, to the USB host;

the USB host driver parses the configuration descriptor and selects the USB configuration; and

the USB host driver loads a sub-device driver, the USB host respectively loads the driving program of each sub-device according to the parsed information of USB sub-devices,

- wherein the performing audio data transmission between the USB host and the USB audio device further comprises:

  - preferentially processing a data transmission request from the USB audio device by the USB composite device; and
  - after the data transmission request from the USB audio device is completely processed, processing a data transmission request from the non-USB audio device by the USB composite device,

wherein setting the ISO endpoints for audio transmission requiring a higher real-time property as high-endpoints, and setting the AT port, Modem port, and large-capacity storage device requiring a low real-time properties as low-priority endpoints, when the transmission interruption of the USB occurs, the data transmission requests of the high-priority endpoints are processed preferentially; and the data transmission requests of other low-priority endpoints are not processed until the data transmission requests on the high-priority endpoints are completely processed;

- setting an allowable maximal data transmission length of the low-priority endpoint, only the data with a length less than the allowable maximal data transmission length is transmitted on the low-priority endpoint, when the data which the low-priority endpoint requires to transmit with a length longer than the allowable maximal data transmission length, the request is split into multiple small data packets;

- cancelling the limitation on the allowable maximal data transmission length of the low-priority endpoint, when data transmissions on all the high-priority endpoints have been stopped.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the interface descriptor of the USB audio device further comprises:

- an audio control interface descriptor, an uplink audio data stream interface descriptor, and a downlink audio data stream interface descriptor.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the USB composite device comprises:

- a USB audio device and a non-USB audio device.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein the processing a data transmission request from the non-USB audio device by the USB composite device further comprises:

- when data which the non-USB audio device requests to transmit exceeds a threshold, splitting the data requested to be transmitted into multiple data packets for processing by the USB composite device.

5. The method according to claim 3, wherein the non-USB audio device comprises at least one of an AT port, a Modem port and a storage device;

- wherein the non-USB audio device is any USB sub-device other than a USB audio device.

6. The method according to claim 4, wherein the non-USB audio device comprises at least one of an AT port, a Modem port and a storage device;

- wherein the non-USB audio device is any USB sub-device other than a USB audio device.

7. A mobile terminal, comprising a Universal Serial Bus (USB) composite device, wherein the USB composite device further comprises a USB audio device and a non-USB audio device; the mobile terminal further comprising:

- an interface descriptor setting module, configured to set an interface descriptor of the USB audio device, wherein the interface descriptor is configured to describe information needed by the USB audio device for transmitting audio data; and

- a sending module, configured to send the interface descriptor to a USB host to enable the USB host completes enumeration and identification of the USB audio device according to the interface descriptor, wherein after the USB host sends an interface selecting command and selects a data transmission interface, the USB audio device starts a Start of Frame (SOF) interruption of the USB;
when the SOF interruption occurs, a frame of audio data is sent and received at the isochronous (ISO) endpoint for data transmission; the USB host sends the interface selecting command and selects a non-data transmission interface, the USB audio device stops the SOF interruption of the USB; wherein a bandwidth needed for transmitting the audio data through the USB ISO endpoint is reserved on the USB host side; wherein the enumeration and identification of the USB audio device according to the interface descriptor of the USB audio device comprising: the USB resets in order that a device address of the USB device is restored to a default address; the USB host driver requests the device for a device descriptor, and the USB device returns the device descriptor of the USB device to the USB host; the USB host driver sets an address of the device, the USB host sends a command of setting the address to the device, after receiving the command, the USB device fills the received address to an address register of a USB device controller; the USB host driver requests the device for a configuration descriptor, the USB host sends a command to the device to request the device for the configuration descriptor, and the USB device returns the configuration descriptor of the USB composite device, including the interface descriptors of the USB audio device and the interface descriptors of other sub-devices in the USB composite device, to the USB host; the USB host driver parses the configuration descriptor and selects the USB configuration; and the USB host driver loads a sub-device driver, the USB host respectively loads the driving program of each sub-device according to the parsed information of USB sub-devices, the mobile terminal further comprising: a priority setting module, configured to set a data transmission endpoint of the USB audio device as a high-priority endpoint to enable the USB host to preferentially process a data transmission request from the USB audio device, wherein setting the ISO endpoints for audio transmission requiring a higher real-time property as high-endpoints; and setting the AT port, Modem port, and large-capacity storage device requiring a low real-time Properties as low-priority endpoints, when the transmission interruption of the USB occurs, the data transmission requests of the high-priority endpoints are processed preferentially; and the data transmission requests of other low-priority endpoints are not processed until the data transmission requests on the high-priority endpoints are completely processed, setting an allowable maximal data transmission length of the low-priority endpoint, only the data with a length less than the allowable maximal data transmission length is transmitted on the low-priority endpoint, when the data which the low-priority endpoint requires to transmit with a length longer than the allowable maximal data transmission length, the request is split into multiple small data packets, cancelling the limitation on the allowable maximal data transmission length of the low-priority endpoint, when data transmissions on all the high-priority endpoints have been stopped.

8. The mobile terminal according to claim 7, wherein the interface descriptor of the USB audio device further comprises: an audio control interface descriptor, an uplink audio data stream interface descriptor, and a downlink audio data stream interface descriptor.

9. The mobile terminal according to claim 8, wherein the non-USB audio device comprises at least one of an AT port, a Modem port and a storage device; wherein the non-USB audio device is any USB sub-device other than a USB audio device.

10. The mobile terminal according to claim 7, further comprising: a splitting module which is configured to split data which the non-USB audio device requests to transmit exceeding a threshold into multiple data packets.

11. The mobile terminal according to claim 10, wherein the non-USB audio device comprises at least one of an AT port, a Modem port and a storage device; wherein the non-USB audio device is any USB sub-device other than a USB audio device.

12. The mobile terminal according to claim 7, wherein the non-USB audio device comprises at least one of an AT port, a Modem port and a storage device; wherein the non-USB audio device is any USB sub-device other than a USB audio device.